The Hague Journal of Diplomacy

2021 Book Award

The Hague Journal of Diplomacy is pleased to announce the winner of the 2021 HJD Book Award:

**Co-Managing International Crises: Judgements and Justifications,**

The jury from the HJD international advisory board awarded Co-Managing International Crises as a significant theoretical and empirical contribution to the crisis management literature and wider scholarship on diplomacy.

**Praise for Co-Managing International Crises:**

“Co-management and Co-operation are essential activities in today’s international environment where states can hardly achieve anything anymore on their own, and this book offers an important scholarly contribution to better understand the mechanisms and scope conditions for such interactive processes.”

“This outstanding book develops a whole new framework for appreciating how states act diplomatically, drawing on a host of productive concepts such as the perimeter of judgement, resonance and structuration circuits. The empirical analysis is deep and extremely rich.”

“Co-managing International Crises: Judgements and Justifications: for its theoretical rigor and ambitions and for a very careful and interesting empirical analysis...it is truly about diplomacy.”